Material Paradox

Backlit + Nocturne + Color Filter
By using light to enhance pattern and add textural and visual depth, Material Paradox plays with the concept of conversing inverses and discovering harmony in tension. Contrast brings light, materiality and sensory finishes. It allows you to sense fluidity and movement. Surfaces are sculpted and bring about emotion. The way we experience matter, space and light are inseparable. Our wellbeing depends on light to enhance our surroundings. Surfaces become sensory. Inspiration images include bands of sculpted light in architecture, textured light on surfaces.

Backlit | color 00590

- **style I0468**
  - tile size 9” X 36” | 22.86 CM X 91.4 CM

- **style I0469**
  - tile size 18” X 36” | 45.72 CM X 91.4 CM
Backlit + Nocturne | STAGGER

9" x 36"
Nocturne | STAGGER
9" x 36"

Nocturne | color 00590

style 10470
tile size 9" X 36" | 22.86 CM X 91.4 CM
Color Filter | color 00590

style 10471
tile size 9’ X 36’ | 22.86 CM X 91.4 CM